
Sandstone sitting Ganesha
statue 4 ft
Read More
SKU: 00581
Price: ₹80,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Statues & Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Ganesha Statues
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

Sandstone sitting Ganesha statue 4 ft, shows the elegance and eminence of the lord. The stone
has been carved and rough polishes in such a manner that it gives you a vibe of ancient stone
sculpture of the past.
Material: Sandstone/ Redstone Height: 4 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 48 x 26 x 15 inch
Position: Sitting
The God's statues symbolize different aspects of a successful life. Lord Ganesha god statue
always featured with a big belly, where he contained the whole cosmos, tied up with a serpent
represent, the serpent represents kundalini energy. With his Ankusha Lord Ganesha void all
barriers and usher us to move forward in life. The rope captures the all stumbling block and tied
the person with the divinity closer to him. The broken tusk symbolizes one has to be dedicated
in his work once involved. The bowl of sweet is the sweetness of life represents pleasure. His
head is crowned with a tiara symbol of royalty. One of his feet rested on the ground and
another one is folded above the knee which he use to teaches us to maintain the balance
between material and spiritual needs. His vahana mouse is sitting near his feet and gazing at
the bowl of ladoos illustrates that pride and desire are under control. One will attain
enlightenment once he learns to control his impulse.
Lord Ganesha is the epitome of wisdom himself. He bestows success and shields his devotee
from ill luck. to invoke his blessing by placing the Lord  Ganesha statue at your home or office.
Receiving his blessing for leading an elated life is immensely beneficial. This stone sculpture
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gives your space a sense of peace and satisfaction. Could be used as an indoor as well as
outdoor decoration a perfect classic element to amplify the ornamentation. Placing:  The most
ideal placement is the northeast direction.  The statue never has its backside of your
entrance(this brings poverty). Statues facing entrance bring prosperity in life. So consider this is
while placing him at the entrance door. West and north are also favorable. Care:  Dusting can
be done using a fiber or cotton cloth whenever needed.
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